
UNDER TRAVELING WILDFIRE HAZE 

I don't wish to kill     
just hold and feel flight     

a grasp at feathers      

lapwing of now      
dragged false 

distracts me from tomorrow 
what is it I flee     

the sun bristles so hot with arrows     

the garden dies 
even as it grows 

scarlet-running of the beans opens to hummingbird whir     

tomato blossoms' slim bells are rung 
by bees who look like boys  

pulling bell ropes      

feet leaving the ground      

birds sleep in the moth clapped night      

the centuries' fathers will not nest 
only wander 

among outcomes   

this year all the women are wearing native plants     
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I can only leave a love letter to the light    
closed eyes pounding red lid blood     
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EAR TO ECSTASY 

 I listen for reasons                      to deafen the river 

each lick      canal diverting                sweet and taint 

auricle kiss            

down-snail to wild dogs' 
                      

ten-thousand hackle hairs      stereocilia 

sound and song wave                 tremble poppy red       

convolved          

 your mouth on the flesh canyon rim 

live for vestibule tilt                tremor under tongue                 

all things crawl the balance                 cannot right                           

cannot be wrong  

hear you love    

turning utter 
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labyrinth bony ear burning                    
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HEAD 

held in a sky jar 

yesterday I will unwing       

door of the eye 

tears or take you 

ratcheting up departure     

as though going  

I want to make everyone a lover 

scandal tree of heaven 

smells like sex 

keeps you close in a wind 

the flowers enraged you 

breaching clay of nose 

breath   without invitation 
insinuating under hard 
  

and soft mothers of brain 

those skins which should protect  

mind floating 

lightning on its sea 

strikes pollen in the    mouth    speaks 

how 
clouds can't cover 

your wolves are groomed 
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 then turn from my body 

soul preens   sunning 

like a lizard at the root of dream 
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HIDING THE FALLEN 

I keep a myopia  

lake eye caved in fell and bone 

have I seen too much of farther 

where are the birds folding wing 

in and in      to warm 

the mirrored eye-view 

convex of heart 

in this freeze      this falter September 

and migration's dragged muses 

all summer losing its hair 

out of skylife      into after—        

the journey-weak pursuit       

Autumn comes so ochre and gold 

sun's sham only covers the more 

permanent dark of our time 

with the dead    mushroom souls 

fed on what is left after a shooting 

star has spoken of God then departed 

with all the glitter    chlorophyll 
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and Carpe Diem     when I pluck 

basil leaves from stalk 

or drink broken grapes 

here is no sound except for my own body 

no bleat      no plea 

the bleeding deer hides how far it went down 

what earth received its struggle 
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TO THE ANIMALS DREAMING MY BODY 

in my purse must be a horse 

if stag sleeps in ash tree   

cricket rubs off-tempo   

loud in a rib cage hush 

no summer cup weep   only see 

cattle crowd to drink my eyes 

at edge 

hear 

at keyhole ear 

whitewater want     

feel    the wilding  

haunch lost with ox 

when skin turns home to exile 

years until I tongue the wolves 

leaving no trace but forest nerve 

an owl mantling  
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